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42” Ride On Sweeper
ALL THE EFFICIENCY OF A RIDE-ON SWEEPER AND MAXIMUM EASE OF USE

Thanks to its compact dimensions and zero emission electric motor, the MACH 2 is particularly indicated for cleaning medium 
sized, interior floor areas.

Perfect for sweeping hard floors and congested spaces, the MACH 2’s carpet cleaning kit makes it possible to also clean 
carpeted areas.

Fine dust is filtered through a polyester filter, with 99.5% filtration efficiency (standard class L filter), or 99,9% filtration 
efficiency (optional class M filter) and a much longer life than traditional filters.

The filter can furthermore be quickly cleaned after every use via an efficient mechanical shaker.

The upper cover of the machine completely opens, permitting full access to the battery or other internal parts for maintenance.

FEEATURES For BGROS42
• Forward and reverse drive, infinitely variable and electronically 
controlled.

• Control panel includes ignition key and wet sweep filter bypass.
• Hourly performance 62,430 square feet.
• Super elastic, anti-marking wheels.
• Electronic service brake and mechanical hand brake.
• Lifting flap for bulky debris.
• Adjustable seat with weight sensor.
• Protective PVC bumpers.
• Steel dirt container mounted on wheels.
• Battery charge indicator.
• Horn.
• Flashing safety lights.
• Reverse beeper.
• AGM battery.
• 4 hour run 
time.

The side brushes are activated via 
ergonomic controls accessible 

from the operator’s position. The
shock resistant supports avoid 

damage which could be caused by 
accidental impact. The second, left 

side brush, is available as an
optional.

The MultiBristle® main brush, with 
rows of mixed diameter bristles, 
guarantee excellent performance

and safeguard the brush and
bearings from damage. An

innovative attachment system
permits rapid substitution of

the brush without tools.

Filtering even the finest dust is 
trapped in the polyester 

Multipocket Filter®, which can be 
cleaned in seconds thanks to an 

efficient mechanical shaker.

The compact sweeper has a 
reduced turning radius (950 mm), 

which enables cleaning in tight 
spaces which are difficult to 

access.


